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FINANCIAL
YEAR
2013
SUMMARY
499 MSEK

66 MSEK

560

11

30

Net revenue

Earnings before
financial items

Average number of
employees

Countries

Offices

Full year 2013

Important events during and after the financial year

• Revenue amounted to 498.9 MSEK in 2013, which

• In 2013, KGH Customs Services was acquired by Bridgepoint

was an increase of 2% from the previous year.

Development Capital from its former owners Procuritas.

• Earnings before financial items (“EBIT”) amounted to

• The company bond listed at the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm

66.3 MSEK in 2013, which was an increase of 18.3
MSEK from the previous year.

was redeemed from the bondholders in December 2013.

• In March 2014, KGH established new operations in Turin,

• The average number of employees amounted to 560,

Italy. The venture was a further step in expanding
geographical coverage and improving levels of service
to customers.

which was an increase of 5% from 2012.

• By the end of 2013, KGH had established subsidiaries

• The next generation production system, Butterfly X (BFX),

in 9 countries and partners in many other European
countries.

was developed with the goal of a new system in place by
early 2015.
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FINANCIAL
OVERVIEW
2009-2013
Revenues and EBIT margin
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KGH has shown continuous
growth over the past five years
and at the same time presented
positive earnings
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Development of key financial figures
						2009
Revenue, SEK M					
361,4
Changes in revenue (%)				
3%
Earnings before financial items (”EBIT”), SEK M
29,3
EBIT margin (%)					
8,1%
Earnings before tax, SEK M			
17,8
Average number of employees			
417
Number of declarations (thousand)			
940

2010
419,4
16%
50,9
12,1%
34,0
457
1162

2011
453,0
8%
29,8
6,6%
21,3
517
1283

2012
490,4
8%
48,0
9,8%
3,9
533
1296

2013
498,9
2%
66,3
13,3%
19,6
560
1297

Note: KGH Management accounts 2009-2013.
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CEO
REFLECTIONS
CUSTOMER VALUE THROUGH

“Creating value for our customers
is a top priority for us and our goal
is to be the preferred supplier and
number one customs solution
provider in Europe.”

CUSTOMS COMPLIANCE

Creating value for our customers is a top priority for KGH Customs Services and
our goal is to be the preferred supplier and number one customs solution provider
in Europe. Our company is constantly developing and in the last few years we have
transformed from a Nordic provider of customs declarations to a full-service customs
compliance partner, delivering a one-stop shop for customs services and established
in eleven European countries. By becoming part of our customers’ international supply
chain, we can deliver effective and compliant customs solutions and support our
customers in doing better business.

Vidar Gundersen
CEO at KGH

To be able to deliver value to our customers, as well as to our shareholders and
society,we focus on developing the company in line with our core strategies and
values. Our strategies are grounded in understanding the needs of our customers
and meeting their requirements with outstanding knowledge of customs compliance,
delivered effectively with passion by highly motivated staff.
2013 was a remarkable year in KGH history. We celebrated the 50-year anniversary
of Karl Gerard Hansson establishing the company at the border between Norway
and Sweden and we gained new volumes and market share all over Europe. We
broke new records and achieved an all-time high in number of customs declarations
and turnover in a very slow market. As a Sweden-based company, currency rates
also worked against us but as we entered into 2014 we experienced a more stable
marketplace.
Throughout 2013, we continued to fine tune our internal production processes to
strengthen our service towards customers, as well as our margins, and the successful
“New Nordic” project has developed into a “New Europe” project. At the end of the
year, we launched an important project for the future - Butterfly X (BFX) - the new
4
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pan-European harmonized KGH production platform consisting of state-ofthe-art processes and technology. As well as the internal KGH platform, it will
also be the new customs IT-system for all KGH software clients. BFX provides
a new generation of customs IT-support to comply with the upcoming
EuropeanUnion Customs Code as well as overseas customs demands.
In November 2013, the company secured new majority owners when
BridgepointDevelopment Capital acquired KGH from Procuritas PCI III,
which had owned the company since 2007. In connection with the new
ownership, a new Board of Directors was appointed with Magnus Sjöqvist
as Chairman. From a management perspective, it is exciting to welcome
Bridgepoint as owners with their extensive experience in pan-European
businessdevelopment.
Going forward, we fully recognise the challenges posed by the continued
uncertain economic environment, the upcoming changes in European
Customs legislation and the competitive landscape. To be able to maintain
the growth and positive development of the company, we have to intensify
close partnerships with our customers and be able to attract the right talent.
Without doubt, customs services is a people business and having the right
people on board is key.
As we move into more countries, a common KGH culture and common
values become increasingly important as the glue that keeps the company
together and ensures our customers receive the KGH experience wherever
we meet them, Multi-country development also gives us new possibilities to
diversify and our co-workers the opportunity to work across boundaries.

During 2013, we also established the foundations for a new Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) programme. KGH has been a partner in the United Nations Global
Compact initiative for many years and, together with the new ESG programme and
our company values, we are strengthening our culture of responsibility.
The demand for effective, compliant customs solutions will continue to grow, driven
by rising complexity in legislation, extensive IT integration, customs audits and the
need for a comprehensive follow-up as well as transparency and overview of customs
processes. It is a complex environment that requires highly competent staff and
specialistsin providing services.
Customs compliance lies within the DNA of KGH as part of our 50-year heritage
and I am convinced that we will be able to lead in creating the customs solutions of
the future. During 2014, KGH will continue to establish business in more European
countries while developing its service portfolio, ensuring extended service to our
customers.
The KGH staff has delivered great value to our customers throughout 2013 and I
am exceptionally pleased with what we have accomplished. KGH consists of over
600 extremely competent individuals, which is a great comfort to me ahead of the
challenges for the coming year. Together we will work very hard to guarantee full
customs compliance for our customers and the service level they deserve – the best!
Yours sincerely,
Vidar Gundersen
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CUSTOMS IN BRIEF
Q&A

How does customs affect your business?

CUSTOMS FACTS

At a glance, handling of customs declarations seems to be
a formalised and relatively easy task. However, there are
many factors that make customs complex and difficult.
See below for a few examples:

The simply answer is probably in many more ways than first
anticipated. Customs is a specialised and complex area that
is currently undergoing significant change.
Traditional paper-based declarations have been converted into
digital format and the European Union is set to implement new,
modernised customs legislation known as, the Union Customs
Code (UCC).

How many tariff codes do you keep track of for your customers?
There are around 10 000 codes available, but this varies from country to country
within the European Union.

Companies that become early acquainted with the international
rules of the customs game are more likely to make better decisions. While responsibility for customs compliance isn’t always
given the focus it deserves, KGH knows that businesses can
profit from an investment in skills.

How many changes within the area of customs are you aware of?
Unfortunately, this is impossible to answer due to the simple fact that national
changes happens in each and every memberstate of the European Union on
a continuous basis. In May 2016, the Customs Code system for the whole
European Union will be replaced by the UCC (Union Customs Code).

In today’s climate, companies must be able to demonstrate
established procedures and sufficient expertise in customs
issues regardless of whether they make their own declarations
or use agents such as KGH.

How many new countries have joined the European Union over
the last 10 years?
A totalt of 13 countries have joined the EU in the last decade. Today there 28
member countries of the EU.

How many authorities (including veterinary authorities) do companies
need to have contact with in Europe?

Working with a broad range of customs services, we are now
seeing an increased interest and need for knowledge within
the customs field.

There is no unified collected data concerning this within the EU so the number of
authorities varies in each country. In Sweden, for example, there are 363 different
relevant authorities.
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CUSTOMS WITHIN INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Globalisation and growth of international trade has resulted in trade chains
with significant challenges for both physical and administrative flows.

Processes, such as customs, that operate largely outside the control of any
individual organisation can greatly affect the business environment. However,
they can also be important drivers of value-generating potential for companies.

Much focus has been placed on optimising the physical flows and less on
administrative demands, which can sometimes result in unnecessary errors
or complexities.

The supply chain and interaction with customs and other authorities

Flow

Exporter
(Trader)

Forwarder

• Tariff classiﬁcation
• Origin
• Restrictions, permits
and quotas
• Customs valuation
• Export documentation
• Transit documentation
• Transport documentation
• Arrival notiﬁcation

Port

Carrier

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporary storage

Forwarder

Importer
(Trader)

Consumer

• Tariff classiﬁcation
• Origin
• Restrictions, permits
and quotas
• Customs valuation
• Import declaration
• Intrastat outward
• Intrastat inward

Manifest, airway bills
Pre-arrival declaration
Arrival notiﬁcation
Customs warehouse IN
Import transit declaration
Customs warehouse OUT
Transit declaration
Full or preliminary
import declaration

AEO certiﬁcation and IT support can further simplify interaction with customs authorities
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CORE VALUES
Welcoming
To encourage a positive feeling when visiting KGH premises or in dealings with KGH
and ensuring a service-minded and solution-oriented attitude towards colleagues,
customers and authorities. We contribute energy and support to our colleagues and
customers in their everyday working life.
WELCOMING

Compliant
Describes our first-class knowledge of the customs field and how we use our expertise in
a way that benefits and is valued by our customers. We are a company that delivers high
levels of quality and service. With us, customers can feel safe and secure.
SOLUTION
ORIENTED

Dedicated
To solve the tasks we face in a professional manner and with personal commitment,
regarding customs, tax and administrative services from different perspectives. We
always deliver excellence to customers and authorities.

COMPLIANT

Customer focused
We treat our customers with individual attention in order that they feel unique
in their relationship with KGH. With a focus on customer needs together with
regulation requirements, we continue to develop our services and routines.

CUSTOMER
FOCUSED

DEDICATED

Solution-oriented
A solution-oriented mindset, which means never saying no to a customer but
rather always providing solutions that result in competitive advantage and that
demonstrate our innovation. To constantly strive for improvements in our services.

Figure 2: KGH core values
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KGH’s business aim is to be
the leading provider of

customs solutions
KGH is a provider of customs services, including
customs declarations, consulting, education,
customs software and VAT compliance.
KGH is independent of and not engaged in any
other part of the logistic chain in delivering our
solutions to importers, exporters, logistics
companies and governments. The company
operates in Europe through its own presence
and globally through its partner network.

9
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OUR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Today, an increasing number of companies recognise the need to
identify and address the key environment, social and governance
(ESG) issues that can impact their business.

At KGH, this is manifested in the KGH Code of Conduct, which includes
sections on health and safety, environment, anti-bribery and corruption,
human rights, diversity and community investment and is an integral part
of the formal governance regime at KGH Customs Services.

This is a result of increasing compliance demands and the need to
effectively manage risks in relation to ESG issues, but it can also
provide opportunities to significantly enhance value for companies.

Every employee is expected to understand how our Code of Conduct
influences their daily work and to adhere to the applicable standards.
KGH’s Code of Conduct applies to members of the Board of Directors,
managers and all other employees.

10

The KGH Code of Conduct
defines the core principles and
ethical standards that provide
the foundation of our corporate
culture and form the basis of
how we create value in our
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OUR VALUE PROPOSITION
We deliver standardised services and tailor-made solutions within the customs field to increase customer
value and efficiency.

• We offer standardised services and tailor-made solutions

• Competence centres are built with specific expertise

for small, medium and large enterprises.

in regions, processes and specific product areas.

• Our services include; customs declarations, consulting,

• Strong development focus on smart communication

education, customs software and VAT compliance.

methods, process control and quality as well as bestpractice benchmarking to ensure efficiency for our
customers.

• By working with both governments and traders we
build a broad understanding of needs and demands.

11
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SINGLE
SERVICE

CUSTOMS
DECLARATION

A&V
SERVICES

BUNDLED
SERVICES

CUSTOMS
CONSULTING

CUSTOMS
ACADEMY

CUSTOMS
SOFTWARE

BORDER
SERVICES

Figure 3: Customer ”one” purchases a single declaration from our declarations service ie. a single service. Customer ”two” purchases services from our declaration,
consulting and software services ie. bundled services.
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CLOSE
TO
THE
BORDER
A DAY AT KGH

International trade and customs handling are changing all the time. In order
to manage developments and meet the vast and various needs of companies
today, flexible, customer-focused and highly competent personnel is vital.
At KGH, significant time and resources are spent in training and developing
all employees. A seamless service and efficient handling of goods and
documents ensure that unexpected delays remain at a minimum. We
understand that this is absolutely vital for you and we will do our utmost
to meet your expectations.
Our teams at border crossings are your partner and ready to help and
support your efforts to enhance your company’s competitiveness through
international trade, around the clock and throughout the year. As a KGH
customer, you can be completely confident that customs procedures
will be handled with the highest possible quality – from start to finish.

“First-class competence and high
levels of service are cornerstones of
KGH. The client is always our primary
focus.”

In addition, doing business with KGH is a pleasant experience. A high level
of service, a sincere desire to help and a willingness “to walk that extra mile”
are qualities that you can expect. You will always meet a happy face when
you deal and work together with us!
12
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IMPLEMENTATION OF
CUSTOMS SOLUTIONS

“A successful implementation
demands
thorough
experience
“A successful
implementation
and
skill and
we have
both –
demands
thorough
experience
the
andpositive
skill andfeedback
we have from
both our
–
customers
proves
that.”
the positive feedback from our

A CORE COMPETENCE

customers proves that.”
Hugo Laenen
KGH Belgium
Hugo Laenen
KGH Belgium

KGH has more than 14,000 customers world-wide that benefit
from out various services, such as customs declarations, every day
through-out the year. For many customers, customs declarations at
a single border crossing could be the only contact they have with KGH.
However, more and more customers are realising that an increased
understanding of the trade compliance field could be beneficial for
efficient handling and improve their overall competiveness. In many
cases, a tailor-made solution involving multiple trade and customs
flows across many borders is created.
KGH has vast experience in creating such solutions and we
acknowledge the complexity of realising the desired values in such
a solution. In most cases, successful implementation is crucial.
We have expertly trained and highly experienced project leaders and
teams with specific skills to ensure the success of an implementation.
We follow proven methodologies and customer specific requirements.
We always take pride in the confidence instilled in us and we are never
satisfied unless the customer is satisfied.
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“We bridge and connect international
trading partners. With a presence in many
European countries and closeness to both
local and multinational customers, KGH is
the obvious choice for customs services.”
Alessandro, Petra and Anna-Karin

Alessandro Trompeo
KGH Italy

14
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KGH Sweden

”The technology shift
”The
technology
shift
has already
started.
has
already
To be
able tostarted.
meet the
To
be
able
to
meet the
needs of tomorrow’s
needs
of standards
tomorrow’sand
customs
customs
standards and
client’ requirements,
new,
client’
requirements,
new,
flexible and smart customs
flexible
customs
systemsand
aresmart
needed.”
systems are needed.”

BUTTERFLY
X
TOMORROW’S CUSTOMS
SYSTEM INVENTED TODAY

The 24/7 international supply chain is becoming increasingly integrated and
dependent on a seamless flow of information between the parties involved
to enable an undisturbed flow of goods. When goods are crossing borders,
customsinformation and customs declarations are vital elements. The
customsenvironment has become more complex with new trade agreements,
security regulations and modernized customs codes and this trend is set to
continue.

Roger Andersson
Roger
Andersson
KGH Corporate
Development
KGH Corporate Development

To be able to handle these demands in the future, with various foreseen and
unforeseen changes, importers, exporters and the logistic service providers will
be dependent on a flexible customs IT-system with a comprehensive customs
functionality.
As one of the largest customs service providers in Europe, KGH acknowledges these challenges and the business need for an effective harmonized
customsproduction platform. Consequently, KGH companies all over
Europeare puttingjoint functional and technical competence into developing
tomorrow’s customs system - Butterfly X - which will be the next generation
of our successful Butterfly Vision platform. The Butterfly platform consists of
modules that help you to handle all of your customs business regardless of
whether you are an importer, exporter or logistic service provider. In addition,
Butterfly can be supported by the full KGH service portfolio, giving you 24/7
helpdesk functionality, consulting services, training and human resource pools
for peaks and holidays.

Butterfly - built by customs professionals for customs
professionals.
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BORDER
SERVICES
THE WORLD IS OUR WORKPLACE

“We are always focused on implementation and results.
We know what works and have a strong track record
of leading and participating in successful customs
development projects on all continents.”

We live in the age of globalization; a world where trade is crucial for
development and effective customs services are vital for efficient trade.

Lars Karlsson and Veronica Blixt
KGH Border Services

We realised this and created a unit within KGH specifically focused on
international trade and customs development. KGH Border Services
acts as an independent government consultancy company within KGH,
assisting government agencies all over the world with strategies, tactical
planning, reform/modernisation projects, education/training, human
resource development and the implementation of modern customs
concepts like ie. Authorised Economic Operators (AEO), AEO Mutual
Recognition, Single Window, One-Stop-Shop, Risk Management and
IT/Technology system integration.
We are experts on border efficiency and we always use the latest
technology, international standards and best practices from all over
the world, combined with our extensive experience of working with
governments, donors and private sector operators. We support the
entire supply chain with services making international trade processes
faster and more predictable acknowledging the necessary synergies
between all stakeholders.
We know what works and have a strong track record of leading and
participating in successful customs development projects.
Together with our customers, we deliver results. We hope that we
can change the world together with you. Some people say that
implementationis a challenge. We say, it is what we do best.
16
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COLLABORATION
WITH
VOLVO
A CLEARER CUSTOMS ROADMAP FOR VOLVO GROUP LOGISTIC SERVICES
The complexities of classification and the introduction of stringent
customs legislation led Volvo Group - Logistics Services to extend
their existing partnership with KGH.
The field of customs is often considered a small but important part
of international business. This is reflected in the team of in-house
specialists based at the Volvo Group - Logistics Services headquarters in Gothenburg, where Mikael Wennergren, Customs Manager
leads a team of 22 people.
“KGH provides us with an objective point of view,” says Mikael.”
My team appreciate their knowledge to back up our reasoning of
why we should do this and that, whether we are thinking in the
right way and if we should do things differently.”

“The biggest advantage is that KGH
complements our expertise in many
other areas and provide us with
an objective point of view”

KGH CUSTOMS NEWS - VOLVO GROUP LOGISTICS SERVICES

KGH CUSTOMS NEWS - VOLVO GROUP LOGISTICS SERVICES

A CLEArEr CUSTOMS rOAdMAp FOr
VOLVO GrOUp - LOGiSTiCS SErViCES
Complexities with classification and
the introduction of stringent customs
legislation led Volvo Group - Logistics
Services to extend their existing
partnership with KGH.
The field of customs is often considered a small but
important part of international business. This is reflected
in the team of in-house specialists based at Volvo Group
- Logistics Services headquarters in Gothenburg, where
Mikael Wennergren, Manager Customs, heads a team
of 22 people.
“We have had a base of high-level competence since
the beginning of the 1990s but since 2006 there have
been many changes in customs law,” he says.
A long-term collaboration had existed between the two
companies in border crossing services. However, with
5,000 employees in over 60 locations worldwide, Volvo
Group - Logistics Services were keen to keep their
global operations running smoothly amid changes
within Europe and beyond. In 2010, they turned to
KGH Consulting to reinforce their expertise and
continue to gain a broad insight into classification
processes.
“KGH provides us with an objective point of view,”
adds Mikael. “My team appreciate their knowledge to
back up our reasoning of why we should do this and
that, whether we are thinking in the right way and if
we should do things differently.”
Volvo Group - Logistics Services deliver supply chain
solutions to ensure reliable deliveries to their customers
in the automotive industry. “It’s not only about building
trucks and engines, we offer a total package of support
services,” says Mikael. “In terms of customs, it becomes
intricate since these services can be used in various
ways; for private use, commercial, military or offshore
business, for example.”

In a similar way, spare parts supply involves
different customs duties depending on how even
the smallest piece of machinery is to be used.
“It’s the same legislation but different classification
and therefore it’s a huge benefit to discuss such
matters with KGH,” he adds.
Furthermore, education and training provided by
KGH means Volvo Group - Logistics Services stays
up to speed with customs guidelines and can use
them to benefit the business.
“I have people in my team with 30 years experience
and others with two years experience so it’s about
trying to minimise the gap,” says Mikael. “But more
so we are connected to the automotive industry,
which is limited to a couple of classification chapters
while KGH has experience with all the chapters and
therefore enables us to think outside the box.”
Changes in Volvo Group - Logistics Services customs
procedures has been gradual yet noticeable, in so
much as the accuracy of master data has increased
and time-consuming errors erased. ”That KGH
complements our expertise in many other areas
is the biggest advantage to us,” adds Mikael. “We
have had a long and successful relationship and
are discussing other ways in which we can benefit
from their competence.”

“The biggest advantage is
that KGH complements our
expertise in many other
areas and provide us with
an objective point of view”

VOLVO latest FH16-750 on the ro

Mikael Wennergren,
Volvo Group - Logistics Services
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FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
2013
GROUP INCOME STATEMENT
						
						
							
Net Sales						
Other operating income					
Personnel costs					
Depreciation and write-downs of				
tangible and intangible assets			
Other external costs					
Operating profit						

2013-09-11
2013-12-31
Tkr
62 514
1 520
-46 788
-5 059

Interest expense						
Interest income						
Other financial items					
Result before tax					

-13 151
6 557
842
-12 400

PRO FORMA FULL YEAR
						
INCOME STATEMENT
							
							
Net Sales						
Other operating income					
Personnel costs						
Depreciation and write-downs of				
tangible and intangible assets			
Other external costs					
Operating profit/loss					

-18 835
-6 648

Tax 							
780
Net result						
-11 620		
										
										
					
Note: The Income Statement above shows the period following acquisition from Bridgepoint
			
Development Capital.
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2013
Tkr
493 210
5 646
-307 732
-33 066
-101 693
56 365

Interest expense						
-47 599
Interest income						
10 762
Other financial items					
-103
Result before tax					
19 425
Tax							
-7 392
Net result						
12 033		
										
										
		
			

Note: Non-recurring, extraordinary costs of 9.9 MSEK are recorded under ”other
external costs”. In the Management Accounts, these costs are recorded under
operating profit/loss.
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FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
2013
GROUP BALANCE SHEET

GROUP BALANCE SHEET

				
December 31 2013
									
Assets							
Tkr
Fixed assets
					
Goodwill					
460 041
Other intangible assets					
315 765
Tangible assets						
33 837
Financial assets						
542
Deferred tax receivables					
20 417
Fixed assets						 830 602

					
December 31 2013
									
Equity							
Tkr		
Shared capital						
4 249
Restricted reserve/statutory reserve			
55 323
Exchange difference					
1 568
Profit or loss brought forward				
-11 993
Total equity						
49 147

Current assets
Account receivables and other 				
157 956
current receivables						
Tax receivable
Cash and bank						
89 504
Current assets						
255 128
Total assets					
1 085 730		
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Liabilities
Pensions						
Long-term loans						
Deferred tax liabilities					
Long-term liabilities					

404
696 443
67 353
764 200

Current liabilities						
Accounts payables and other current liabilities		
182 515
Tax liability						
14 563
Accrued expenses and deferred income			
75 305
Current liabilities						
272 383
Total liabilities						1 036 583
Equity and liabilities					
1 085 730
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AUDIT
REPORT
2013
To the annual meeting of the shareholders of Dovana Holding AB
Corporate identity number 556942-1778.

error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the company´s preparation and fair presentation of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts. This is in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate for the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company´s
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by the Board of Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts.

Report on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
I have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts of
Dovana Holding AB for the financial year 2013-09-11 - 2013-12-31.
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors for the annual accounts
and consolidated accounts
The Board of Directors are responsible for the preparation and fair
representation of these annual accounts and consolidated accounts
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, as
adopted by the EU, the Swedish Annual Accounts Act, and for such
internal control as the Board of Directors determine is necessary to
ensure that preparation of annual accounts and consolidated accounts
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for my audit opinion.
Opinions
In my opinion, the annual accounts have been prepared in accordance with
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the parent company as of December 31, 2013 and
of its financial performance and cash flow for the year then ended, in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The consolidated accounts
have been prepared in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act
and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the group
as of December 31, 2013 and of their financial performance and cash flow
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, as adopted
by the EU, and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The statutory administration report is consistent with the other parts of the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts.

Auditor's responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on these annual accounts
and consolidated accounts based on my audit. I conducted the audit
in accordance with International Standards on Auditing and generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Those standards require that
I comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about
the amounts and disclosures in the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts. The procedures selected depend on the auditor´s judgement,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, whether due to fraud or

I therefore recommend that the annual meeting of shareholders adopt
the income statement and balance sheet for the parent company and the
group.
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Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In addition to my audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts,
I have examined the proposed appropriations of the company´s profit or
loss and the administration of the Board of Directors of Dovana Holding
AB for the financial year 2013-09-11 - 2013-12-31.

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for my opinion.
Opinions
I recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders that the profit be appropriated
in accordance with the proposal in the statutory administration report and that the
members of the Board of Directors are discharged from liability for the financial year.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for appropriations
of the company´s profit or loss, and the Board of Directors are responsible
for administration under the Swedish Companies Act.

Gothenburg 24 April, 2014
Kent Lindholm
Authorised Public Accountant

Auditor's responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion with reasonable assurance on
the proposed appropriations of the company's profit or loss and on the
administration based on my audit. I conducted the audit in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden.
As a basis for my opinion on the Board of Directors' proposed appropriations of the company's profit or loss, I examined whether the proposal is
in accordance with the Swedish Companies Act.
As a basis for my opinion concerning discharge from liability, in addition
to my audit of the annual accounts, I examined consolidated accounts,
significant decisions, actions taken and circumstances of the company in
order to determine whether any member of the Board of Directors is liable
to the company. I also examined whether any member of the Board of
Directors has, in any other way, acted in contravention of the Swedish
Companies Act, the Swedish Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of
Association.
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CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

After graduating from the Stockholm School of Economics, Magnus has spent
his entire career within professional services and more specifically as Managing
Director of Accenture in Sweden as well as Managing Director of the heavy
industry segment in the Nordics.
During the last several years he has been working as a professional board
member. Magnus lives in Stockholm, married and has three daughters.

“We really understand the
complexities surrounding trade
and customs compliance and
more importantly, we know
how to solve them in an cost
efficient way.”

“I am very excited about the future growth opportunities for KGH,” he says.
“We really understand the complexities surrounding trade and customs compliance and more importantly, we know how to solve them in an cost efficient
way.”
“I look forward to bringing to the market the breath and depth of our offerings
within trade and customs compliance. We also have a very clear plan on how
to expand our geographical footprint even further.”

Magnus Sjöqvist
Chairman of the Board
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BRIDGEPOINT DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL

For more than a decade, Johan has invested in and supported the strategic
developmentof European growth-oriented companies. Since 2010, he has
been a partner of Bridgepoint Development Capital and responsible for its
investmentactivity in the Nordic region, where he serves on the Board of
Directorsof KGH Customs Services, Memnon Networks and Solhagagruppen.
“Customs services and trade compliance are increasingly important for international corporations, and KGH is uniquely positioned to support companies
involved in international trade,” he says. “The company combines wide-ranging
and extensive customs competence with a passion to simplify cross-border
trade with strong customer orientation.” In addition, KGH provides high levels of
service to deliver flexible, compliant and cost efficient customs solutions. A wide
portfolio of services and an emerging pan-European presence has attracted
several ‘blue chip’, multi-national companies that place trade compliance high
on the strategic agenda.

“Customs services and trade compliance
are increasingly important for international
corporations, and KGH is uniquely positioned
to support companies involved in international
trade.”

“We look forward to continuing to support a talented management team in its
vision to create the leading pan-European customs solution expert.”

Johan Dahlfors
Bridgepoint Development Capital
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